IT’s Strategic Influence
Aventra™ IRON helps IT harness creative ways to
offer new services, accelerate time to money, and
better understand customers; all of which directly
impacts the financial bottom line.

Path to Savings
You’re reading this because you care about the
profitability of your company. Yet you’re also
probably aware from experience that there is
often an inverse relationship between cost
savings and performance. Good News.
Aventra™ IRON solves the cost and
performance challenge of scaling in the public
cloud and enables you to do more with less.
This memory unification technology leverages
inherent Linux functionality and in-memory
compute to improve workload efficiency and reduce cost of revenue by
20 - 50%; effectively improving gross margin and freeing up cash flow
for discretionary spend on Sales & Marketing and Research and
Development.
In the spirt of keeping things simple, we have developed a 3-step
process to help you understand your savings opportunity and enable
your free trial of Aventra™ IRON.

Step 1: Survey
An Aventra Iron solutions expert will collect some pertinent
information about your cloud infrastructure. The survey will typically
take less than 15 minutes.
Step 2: Analysis
The survey information will be used to predict performance benefit and
provide two savings options
a. Immediate savings by using incremental performance headroom
to consolidate workloads onto fewer instances while turning
down instances that are no longer needed.

b. Delayed spend on infrastructure by continuing to run existing
instances while using incremental performance headroom to
absorb future growth
Step 3: Free Trial
With your savings analysis in hand, begin your free 30-day free trial to
validate for yourself the performance benefits of Aventra IRON. We’ll
provide instructions on how to download the software for your version
of Linux and you’ll use our Installation Guide to easily deploy the
software on your existing infrastructure. Remember that there are no
code changes required and that all applications and databases are
supported.
To validate your performance benefit using Aventra IRON we
recommend using CSP infrastructure monitoring tools or a 3rd party
cloud management tool such as CloudCheckr to compare pre/post IOPS
and read/write performance of your instances with and without
Aventra IRON. Your workload profile will have a significant impact on
actual performance benefit but most customers see a 3 – 30X efficiency
improvement enabling 3 – 5X incremental workload per instance.
*****

Click here to request your savings analysis and free trial.

